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Abstract
In this paper, we describe our submissions for PAN at CLEF 2021 contest. We tackled the subtask “Pro-
filing Hate Speech Spreaders on Twitter”. We developed different models for English and Spanish lan-
guages, using classic machine learning methods like Support Vector Classifier, Multi-Layer Perceptron,
Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Ada-Boost Classifier and K-Neighbors Classifier to more recent
deep learning methods like BERT and Bidirectional LSTM.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the increasing use of social media, we have seen an increase in the spread
of hateful content. Indeed the anonymity given by these social media allow any user to post
what he or she wants without having to fear about consequences. This bullying, trolling, and
harassment content can be very serious, in several cases might lead to suicide of the victim1.
Following various pressures, the companies concerned are looking for more and more efficient
solutions to deal with this problem. Considering the huge quantity of text posted every day,
the need of an automatic and scalable detection system become a priority. The use of machine
learning (ML) and natural language processing (NLP) solutions to find this offensive content
has been surprisingly useful. Still, the detection of offensive language from social media is not
an easy research problem due to the different levels of ambiguities present in natural language
and the noisy nature of social media language. In addition, social media subscribers come from
linguistically diverse communities. PAN at CLEF 2021 with “Profiling Hate Speech Spreaders
on Twitter” [1, 2] deals with the detection of hate speech spreaders in two languages English
and Spanish meaning that classification need to be done at the user level and not at the post
level. The submission was done using TIRA automates software submission [3].
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2. Background

Early works [4, 5] referred to hate speech as abusive and hostile messages or flames. Recent
authors [6, 7, 8] preferred to employ the term cyberbullying. However, more terms related to
hate speech are often used in the NLP community, such as: discrimination, flaming, abusive
language, profanity, toxic language or comment [9]. But, in defining this phenomenon, the words
hate speech tends to be used the most [10].

Identifying if a text contains hateful language is not an easy task, even not for humans.
However, there is not one formal definition of hate speech, a common definition is given
by [11] as any communication that disparages a person or a group on the basis of some
characteristic such as race, color, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, religion, or
other characteristic [9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Some examples are given by Biere et al. [10] and de
Gilbert et al. [13]:

1. God bless them all, to hell with the black.
2. Wipe out the Jews.
3. Women are like grass, they need to be beaten/cut regularly.

Fortuna and Nunes [16] noted in their survey paper that for hate speech detection the most
used approach is the supervised one with a focus on support vector machines (SVM) ([17], [18],
[19]) followed by Random Forests [20], and Decision Trees [21]. Schmidt and Wiegand [9]
found that recurrent neural networks (RNN) are also very common [22].
Badjatiya et al. [23] proposed a deep learning approach and obtained very good results using
word embeddings. Zampieri et al. [24] showed that n-grams can perform well for hate speech
detection using SVMs with different surface-level features, such as surface n-grams, word
skip-grams, and word representation n-grams induced with Brown clustering. They also noticed
that these features reached their limits for more complex tasks, e.g., distinguishing profanity
and hate speech. In such tasks, more in-depth linguistic characteristics may be required. But
with the recent arrival of attention mechanism [25] and Transfomers [26] in NLP and especially
with the development of language representation like BERT [27].

Schmidt and Wiegand [9] noted that in addition to the absence of conventional terminology
issue, mentioned above, the lack of common datasets, to conduct research on it, is a challenging
obstacle to progress in this area. Indeed making judgements about the general effectiveness
or non-effectiveness of research conducted on various datasets can be inconsistent. For better
consistency and comparability of different features and developed methods, they argue for a
benchmark datasets for hate speech detection. This is the approach suggested by competition
such as PAN at CLEF 2021 [2] which provide the same dataset to all the participants and publish
the method and the results of each participant method of detection according to this benchmark
dataset.



3. Experimental Results and Submitted Models

3.1. Task dataset

PAN at CLEF 2021 with the subtask “Profiling Hate Speech Spreaders on Twitter” proposed an
original task by asking a model that classify a user to hate speach spreader instead of predicting
if a post is hateful. For each user we were given 200 tweets and we need to classify it as hate
speach spreader or not. The complexity of the task follows from the fact that only 200 users
tweets was given as training set meaning we 200 cluster of 200 tweets and a label for each cluster.
This task must be performed on 2 languages English and Spanish increasing the difficulty since
models giving good results in one language will give less good ones in the other.

Figure 1: PAN at CLEF 2021: “Profiling Hate Speech Spreaders on Twitter” dataset.

3.2. Basic models

First, we split the tweets written 200 users to train and validation set with 20 percent of the
given data what give us 160 labeled users for the train and 40 ones for validation (with 200
tweets for each user). Like in our precedent work [28], we began with basic model like Support
Vector Classifier (SVC), Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) or Logistic Regression but also more
sophisticated one like Random Forest (RF), Ada-Boost Classifier (ABF) and K-Neighbors Clas-
sifier (KN) using classical feature like char ngram features and word ngram features. Some
model gave us very good accuracy but given that the dataset is relatively small this was not
representative. So we retry this experiments using 10 cross-fold validation. We get less good
result but it seems more representative.

3.3. Deep learning models

We realized that using basic model can lead in a significantly lower accuracy on the test set
compared to its cross-validation results so we try going beyond and experiment more deep
approaches using Bert as language representation of tweets. We used pretrained Bert model and
in English we used [27] and for spanish we used [29]. For each tweet we get the corresponding
BERT representation. From there, we tried different method.



Table 1: Accuracy results of our first models.
Language ML Method Features Result
English RF 2000 char 5-grams 0.665

RF 1,000 char 4-grams 0.655
ABF 20,000 char 4-grams 0.64

Majority Baseline 0.50
Spanish RF 17,000 word 1-grams 0.81

LR
1,500 char 4-grams
2,500 word 1-grams

0.78

ABF 3,500 word 1-grams 0.775
Majority Baseline 0.50

First one was by feding into two successive relu-activated dense layers first with 256 out-
features and second with 64 out-features the 200 representated tweets. After that we obtain one
64 vector using a mean operation on 200 vectors. Finally we have a relu-activated dense layers
that classify this to hateful or not.

The second model we developped take the 200 Bert representation vectors and fed them into
a Bi-LSTM with 2 x 32 features in hidden layer. Finally we have a relu-activated dense layers
that classify the 64 feature output to hateful or not. We use Adamw[30] variant of Adam [31]
algorithm as optimizer for each model 2. After our first submission we noticed that there was
a rather big gap in English between the result obtained on our development set and the final
result on the test set. So we decided to increase dropout rates and use a BERT model that had
been trained on tweets [32].

Figure 2: Description of our models.

3.4. Experimental Results

Firstly, we submit two models the averaging one for English and the one using LSTM for Spanish.
For the English we get an accuracy of 0.70 in our splitted set and 81 for the Spanish one. We get
an accuracy of 0.62 in English and 0.70 in Spanish giving an overall accuracy of 0.66. We then
submitted second time two model for the English one we keep the same but for Spanish we
switch to the averaging model with different training parameter. Surprisingly, the final results

2For more precise details about dropout or batch used we publish the code in github https://github.com/
machouz/pan_transformers
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3. showed that, contrary to our observations, traditional methods give very good results (see
Table 2). The best result was obtened by SiinoDiNuovo getting an accuracy of 0.73 in English
and 85 in Spanish. We tied for 43rd with this result.

Table 2: Accuracy results of baselines (in bold) and submitted models.
Model English Accuracy Spanish Accuracy Average

Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test
SiinoDiNuovo 0.73 0.85 0.79
char nGrams+Logistic 0.69 0.83 0.76
AveragingBERT 0.72 0.62 0.87 0.76 0.795 0.69
MBERT-LSTM 0.59 0.75 0.67
Bi-LSTM-BERT 0.62 0.44 0.81 0.74 0.715 0.59
TFIDF-LSTM 0.61 0.51 0.56

4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we described the submitted models for the Profiling Hate Speech Spreaders on
Twitter task at PAN 2021. Originally, we looked at a number of machine learning models using
basic features. However, we finally turned to more deep learning models. These deep learning
models generally do well in the tasks to which they are submitted and this is what we observed
through our research. Our final model consist of using Bert as language representation, and
Average or LSTM to make the classification. The difficulty here was to deal with the limited
amount of given data. Our overall accuracy in our first submission was 69. Classifying a tweet
post still remain a difficult task considering Twitter-style informal written genres.

Many tweets contain acronyms that can be presented in different forms. These acronyms
can lead to ambiguity. Future research may look for other ways to lessen this ambiguity.
Acronym disambiguation [33], will extend and enrich the tweet’s text and might enable better
classification. We also suggest examining the usefulness of skip character n-grams because they
serve as generalized ngrams that allow us to overcome problems such as noise and sparse data
[34]. Other ideas that may lead to better classification are to use stylistic feature sets [35], key
phrases [36], and summaries [37].

Final result shows that more traditional methods may turn out more relevant. These methods
can be combined with k-fold cross-validation (see [38]), especially when, like in this contest,
available data is limited [28].
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A. Online Resources

The sources for this work are available via

• GitHub,

https://github.com/machouz/pan_transformers
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